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ABSTRACT

The New York State Department of Civil Service
investigated an empirical application of the Rasch model which
appears useful in Civil Service testing. The mode). is a powerful tool
for developing insights into what test items are measuring while
permitting the investigator to spot defective items. It also reveals
meaningful distinctions in the type of task set by different items.
Two sets of specific examples are discussed to illustrate its
usefulness. The first set of examples considers the use of item
probability as an index of the degree of fit of the material to the
model, while the second discusses the "normal deviate" matrix, which
displays the goodness of fit of each item at each score group, and
enables an investigator to ascertain the overall validity of the
general index. These examples demonstrate the applicability of the
Rasch model to a variety of conditions. The author suggests that the
model seems promising for civil service testing since it is not
simply a means to derive scores but is also a powerful tool for test
analysis, construction, and design. (CK)
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At the ;:ew York State DepEt of Civil Sorvicu E0 have been wee.cin
exclusively with only orr: of the r:1,dels deveieps.d by Plsch.
been foctwed c61 -Chu ,:idol djscusF.Ed by Wrigli

Our in'Lcrest bias

al. the 1967 )T:i'S InviAaLional

parLiouThr rodel is occasiona7.7.y refermci to as -..ne

Testir!=;

log-odds noicl and 1'a;i1e1.11y Treats tha respens to a ,ast
dichotmies :.;11,,:h as riglhi.

in tez272,7 of

nd wrong,..

Our testing proLrE,r. plases ;1 heavy oTris wpcg the nultiplc.-ohaico
of wri'cten test itcu.

right or wrong.

in genral we use 11 or 5 choice liens 1,7hich

scorcc.

These t(..st it.ens are geneml1y grovpcd into sots of I5 or 20

westions, which we call subtests, which are designed to ncazurn sc-.e particular
area.

We have analyaed a variety of our subluFts with the Ra6ch

began working with it.

Ve have analy%cd subt,:.

since

in:

Abstract reasoning
PcOing corwrehensioh
Supervision

Quantitatiu reasoning

Economic!)

Hdgating

Vocabulary
Spelling
Spatial relations

Intorvi,,T1ng tachniquc:z

to name several.

S +stmt= on

Administrat

j11,10int

]report. ;a.iiqng

Some of our subtests night le called aptitude tes.7, and others

aehieve.,,,ent tests by educators.

Unfcylunately the public personnel selection

community and the educational comnanity occasionally use dirlerent labels for
sinilar

cicas.

As a re-:at I will tyy Lo

ice of labzls in order to

avoid nisunderstanding.

1. l'vasch, O.

Is
z..;;

f us:

1,)11.p

,-;(.7-]--_ in",
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I:

t

,:!.
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worIc -with the Basch Eodel

In

variety of i4sucs simply 6,.:

explorinL a

se ,:Tr understand very .fey! of then and have virt.ually

no recourse to pub/ishr:d works ;Ance they are relatively scarce.
One of the issues we have "f---r-T, c..zploring is one that I meld like to rela4:e

to you today.

It is an empirical al:lication of the model that has aroustA our

enthusiasm, appars to b-_ parUcularily useful for civil sorv!ce testing and
nevertheless is one that 1:c have not

much about in the literature.

Our empirical investigation of t:,.: Rasch

on test itms, merr..s')ring a

wide variety of areas, has led 1-,s to lelievc that the Pasch 1 o,131 my be a puw7:rf.11

tool for developi

insights into ?that test item are measuiing.

that t'n's informatior cal then be

to

prF:cti:!al

We believe furLir
about item

construction and/or tst dcsio.
Sp,:ci.fically our ezperiensf has shcurn us that the. Rauch Model. per:oits us
to
1.

spot defective itc-rs, in the

sense such as itoYJs

good key aners; and
2.

spot items which do not belong in a suttest in the sense .l'or
eY,Iple, of items 1=hic.:1 are NneLionin

rasding conprc,hn-

sion items or quanttative reasoning item: in subject rat'L:r
tests.

We have found repeated instance3 o

the model quickly and clearly pointing

up meaningful distinctions in the typo of task set by different items.

It would be unreasonable forme to expect to convince you, within the
limited span of time I have today, of this general applicability of the Rasch
Model which we nave repeatedly found and believe awy balidarwe rvly be an.important
aspect of the flp,sch Model.

2. Wright, L. "Sarrple-fro-3 t.3st calibration mil ,,..en;cn
of the 1967 Invit-Itiori-J
on ']c-itnTesting :',clvice,

3
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'v;hat I propose to do in the tir.

specific exnples of our uo:r1: T,hich hav

remaininE hoytx,

sparked our enthu, and helped

formlaate our current ';!_ew in the belief, that for som
useful appll.eation, al:d in the

to discuss var:lou

of ye.1, this ray. be a

th:tt, you nay become sufficiently intr:rested

to eT,,,,lore these aspect:1 more careful.7.y and systctically 1,:t}. your on naterial,
in ordur to nail do,11 ft,isparticul:x ati licatinrl, 1;1' in fact it is a rca7. one.

Itc,m Prohnbili-v

One of our ear-fiest

invc:Ltigat,fons cars

about, ar a result of on:.

y occnr between tni public pel-;:cnnol

of those misunderstardinL3 that

selection sector and the ednoational c:.:,7111nity.

the Facch Model cond,:cted by 1)r.

prescson on

At the fi.mt,

';1.12igt, a few yea.I.:;

participan5s -re, encouragc',d to bring data with

.11,c) in c:.,Iifornia,

.yArA at the pre-

to be

session.

One of 0.6r collcague6 fran tab Unitud

data on one of thir ;Adoly used teF:ts.

31'vice

r,ivi

His data vas in a7phabetl.c fchn, that is

the alternatives to test itens were A, B., C, ol;r., yat-.r than ntlinric or 1, 2, 3,
etc.

Unfortunately, the prop,rans used for th,1

were designed to accept only numeric data.
the data I bruagh:. to the

at UcTA for the prz,oes:den

(Parenthetically 1 might rots that

session suffered the came fate.

brought by those in the education. :

ceuit:v

numire whi)1 -r!lo::e from

palic personnel agencies bmIcht only alphalic data an1
question this point nntil it u=is too late.)

In fact the data

ihouat to

srt..tely, me had a working conputer

program at the New York State Department of 'ivil Service which could handle both

alphabetic and numeric data and we agmed to analyze the U. S. Civil Service data
when we returned.

-4Their (1%-ta was sel. eM,e, L.,y them for analy6is because it had been reviewed

over the ye-irLi by traditional analysis and it, 17',2 felt that this set of items

could reasonably be epected to fit the asstiows of the nisch

and there-

fore could serve as a useful means of raining a bett,er undoT5tanding of the Hodel.
The data consisted of the responses of 987 r.iddlo manegars from various
agencies in the ITederal Covernmnt to a set of 25 heading Cur:prehension items.
:lubmitt,c,1 this data to an analysis by the Ranch

indices which appetrs as a routine

argil e x

ut on ot,f prugros and which is used to

determine the docree of fit of the naterial to the rode'!.
called the "item probability,? and
the itc,7., fits t:le

odel.

i e e d one o f t he

index treed is

the probability of thc, observations, given
"it,ca probability" is cal.16:,,ed.

for each test itei,

Gla,:cing at the 72.311)&s of the "iteri probabilities" for this data we noticed seve:-al

ites whose ''iten probabilides" were extremeiy .Lou in eofl.i r]sen to the other
In particular we noticed fcalr items with "item probabilitie:i" of 0.000.

So, we looked at the content of all th3 items and fou,,d that the items could
ba,ans-,!cred correctly based solely on

, 11(-J

information prcsen',:ed in the stem, except.

for the four items with the low "item probabilities".

These four itcs required

the candidate to bring additional knowledge to the item in order to correctly
select the key anser, a r.,quirement that was not present in the other itemr!.

Next, we looked at the "item probabilities" of all 25 items again and
noticed three items with relatively high "item probabllitic;,".

A look at the

content- of these items revealed a dramatic shift in the voebulavy level in these
items, as compared to the other 22 items.

These three items contained phrases

such as "organized acquisitive procedure for self-maintenance" as e definition of
war; and "non-pecuniary incentive."
The use of the "item probabllities" in this way, for this set of data, socr,cd
to enable us to spot iter:s

were funtic.rAng .1j.fferently than the total sr-A,

5
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itclls and we seemci to be able to find reasoable eiplanatiNis of the nature of
the functioing differel:ces.

E xample #2:

In another instance, we examinc,d a set of test item that we developed as

part of a promotion exa.ation for scoond level professional r,search positions.
We call this ex;u,iination tV]c Research :_,Tvices surics.

For one of these positiorJs

w deve:lepc,d. a cot of 30 vestions in the area of sr,)fr:ial rescawh.

all designed to 11,:asure the same geot,1 area.

questions were treated as two block

For purposes of anaiTiis the 30
block of 15 iturl was sub-

f' 15 itr,ns.

jected to a Raech analysis (N,261) and both

itens were

it the nedol (p

0.171, and p

0.106,

respectively).

For the first set of 15 items we again locked at the

Four item had "item probabilities' that were relatively high in comparison to the
rest, of the 3itms.

These four itri3 hwI probbili L.

remaining eleven item,i were all below 0.45.

e

greater than 0.64 while the

In loping vith our prior c:Iperiencc

we hypothesined that the four items with the relatively high "item probabilities"

had some kind of common feature that cold explain th
ities.

blmilar extreme probabil-

After expnining the content or each of the 15 itcns it appeared co if

could identify a concept that set these four items apart.

Thcr;e four itcs were

unique from the rest of the subtest in that these items seemed to require a person

to be aware of the practical considerans as well as the thcoretical ai,d ideal
approaches to research.

The other 11 ftems did not have this mquirement.

To explore this hypothesis further we looked at the second set of 15 iLcvs
and found two items which seemed to embody the same concept that we found in the
four items of the first se't..

A check of their "item probabilities" showed that

these two items had the lowest probabilities of fit on the entire subtest, that is,
these two items were deviant from the 1.ot of the set of items in their '1 Lou
probabilities" and in a similar manner.

Thus the li,.uch analysis

;cmod to indicate
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items with extreme "item probabilities" embodying a common concept.

Normal Deviate

There is an alternative method of evaluatihg the fit of items which involves
an examination of the "normal deviate" matrix.
of-ft of each item at earth score group.

This matrix displays the goodness-

It enables us to look for patterns as

well as locate the precise point of poor fit if it exi.sts.

This often helps us to

determine if a general index of poor fit is important to consider or not.

For

example, if the overall fit of the item is poor as reflected in a general index,

but an examination of the "nomal deviate" matrix shows us that the fit is poor
only at one score group and if that snore group Is an unusually small one, we are
likely to overlook the general index or at least not pay too much attention to it.
The "nonr:al deviate" matrix possesses a general index of fit too called the "mean
square fit".

The "mean sq4are fit" and the "item probability" are related to each

other and either can be used.

nile others prefer the other.

Some of the examiners in our agency prefer one,

While either can ie used, the personal preferences

of the examiners performing the analysis are factors to be considered, especially
if one has to work with them on a daily basis.

In order to preserve a degree of

harmony among my colleagues 1 intend to now giYe "equal time" to the "mean square
fit" advocates.

Example #1:

You may recall that the last examination I was discussing was the Research

Services examination, which was a promotion emlination for second level professional research positions.
"tabular interpretation".

Another part of that examination was a subtest on

For this subtest, the candidate is required to recognize

relationships in and draw inferences from, data presented in tabular form.

The

items stress the ability to deal with relationships among the various categories
in the tables but minimizes the need to perform computations to arrive at the
solution.

7

For this material the analysis with the Pasch Model was a bit mare involved.
We have three alternate forms of the Research Services examination; Forms A, B, & C.
Each form contains a subtest on "tabular interpretation".

We use a different 15

item "tabular interpretation'' subtest on each Form, however each subtest contain;
some items common to at least one of the other subtests.
We analyzed the subtest from Fern, A (n - 275) with the Rasch Model.

One

item possessed an extreme "mean square fit" of 3.25 as compared to the rest of the
items which had "mean square fits" of less than 2.00.

We then exanined the item and seemed to find:
1.

the item required a successful manipulation of a series of
complex relationships which was not required by the other
items, and

2.

one of the wrong answers could be arrived at by performing
all but the final operation.

We felt that perhaps many of the better candidates understood the item but
were omitting the final operation and therefore getting the item wrong.
Fortunately, we were in a position to evaluate the tentative conclusions.
Form B, an alternate Form for this examination also contained this item, which for
purposes of our discussion I will call item X.

In Form B, a different item

preceded item X, and this new item could be answered correctly by performing all
but the final operation required for item X.

It vas expected that thu better

candidates would get this new item correct and then would realize that the answer
to item X simply required an additional operation.
(n

188) supported our expectation.

fits" slightly below 1.00.

Rasch analysis of Form B

Both the new item and item X had "mean square

-8-

In examining the "normal deviate" matrix for Form 13 we also found a single

item with an extremely high "mean square fit" (MF . 7.39).

A review of all the

items revealed that this particular item was unique in that the candidate :ras

required to deal with an indeterminacy to arrive at the correct answer.

In the

other items the answer could be round by simply filling in all ,jssing entries
in the table.

It was felt, that manipulating all po5sible combiriations through

an indeterminacy may requir,r a higher level of reasoning ability then siATly filling
in missing ent.ies.

This item wa.: also included in Form C (n = 242) and again

was the only itea with a high "mean square fit" (NSF = 4.93).

The Rasch analysis

seemed to Blain pinpoint the item that was functioning in a manner different from
the re5t of the subtest.

Example #2:

I would like to discuss one final example.

We have lot limited our

investigations to tests for positions that require a college education as the
previous examples might lead you to believe.
examination for Clerks.

For example, let 113 look at an

Au part of our promotion examination to second level

clerical positions we include a subtest of 15 items on vocabulary.

The items in

this subtest present five alternatives from which thu candidate is to select the
one most similar in meaning to the word given in the stem of the item.
We subjected the 15 vocabulary items to a Raseh analysis (n = 3,624) and
found one item with a high "mean square fit" of 17.96.

An inspection of this item

revealed:
1.

for the word presented in the stem, it was possible to derive
an entirely different word by changing only one or two letters,
and

2.

the meaning of this new word was one of the incorrect alternatives
that could be chosen by the candidate.

-9-

Iii another vocabulary subtest for an alternate form of this examination

A Rasch analysis of the data

we found two items with similar properties.

(n - 3,998) showed that these two items also had high. "mean square fits".

SUMARY
Thera are many o:;:ear examples that I could present to yen but I believe

the ones that have been pre'sented here today give you an idea of the application

that we see as one of the most premising for civil service testing.

I discussed

items in reading comprehension, social research, tabular interpretation; and
vocabulary.

I have attempted to present items from a variety of areas to give

you an idea of the general applicability we have found.
I discussed examples of single subtests, multiple subtests with common over -

lopping items, as welt as separate subtests with identical item constructi-n
concepts.

I have tried, in this way, to illustrate th

persistence of our finding

across a variety of conditions.

As for our subjects, they were both college as well as non college personnel.
They included professional technical specialists, professional managers oe
generalists, and clerical or non-professional personnel.

In this way I have

attempted to give you an idea of the wide subject levels that we find succumb
to the Rasch Analysis.

Within this brief period that I have had with you I have attempted to
illustrate that, despite wide variations of item content and subject composition,
the Rasch analysis produced persistent useful results.

Our feeling about the applicability of the Rasch Model to civil service

testing perhaps is best sumarized by a comment made by Dr. Albert P. Maslow,
Chief of the Personnel Measurement Research and Development Center, of th. United

3

States Civil Service in reviewing an article on t" }asch Model to be published
in an upcoming issue of the Public Personnel Reviser:

............-,-.
3. Durovic, J. "I- ,proving Written it Y.easuremeldn Personnel Selection.Jerson -1 Yelic-e in p/int.
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"1 believe that a na:;cr value of the Basch Mociel may prove not to be

simply as a means to derive eleoreF, but as a powerful tool for developing insight!:
about what it is that test items are new,ur'ing; how the items in a test relate to

can another, and how these insights can apply to the improvement of test design,
item construction, and test analysis."
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